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‘I take madness and the monstrous with words / I take them at their word’.

This statement suggests that Anne Duden defines her literary practice as a writing of modes or experiences which are excluded from speech, especially those which are deemed excessive or beyond conceptualisation. It also points towards the paradoxes and difficulties at the centre of her work which attempt to speak from a space which has been traditionally excluded or silenced. In her prose and poetry, lectures on aesthetics and theoretical essays there is an abiding concern to attempt to speak against silencing as a woman writer, as someone who has experienced trauma as a result of a violent attack and the trauma associated with being a ‘Weiterlebende im Postfaschismus’ (someone who continues to live in post-fascist world). Her work, which is at times extremely resistant to interpretation, poses the question of how a speaking or writing of unarticulated realms is possible. There needs to be a way of speaking/writing these silences, she suggests, in ways that the silences and gaps keep their own properties and different qualities without merely translating them into dominant discourse. This paradox points to the precarious process of speaking from the point of view of the excluded without simply fitting it into existing frameworks. In this paper I will first outline two philosophical models which I consider useful for thinking difference in this radical way. Then in
the light of these ideas I will examine the different sorts of selves and bodies which emerge in Duden’s first book "Übergang" (1982). With different relations to their environment and re-configured boundaries, they are positioned as ‘other’ to culture, and it is from this ‘oblique perspective’ that this writing is able to look at culture’s blind spots, at differences which have been excluded.

Models of ‘difference’.

Duden has read widely in philosophy and aesthetics and has stated that the philosophy of Friedrich Nietzsche and Luce Irigaray have been influential on her thinking. The issues that these philosophers raise regarding the question of difference illuminate important aspects of her work. In Nietzsche’s critique of anthropocentric hubris and of a culture which privileges ‘Reason’, and in Irigaray’s criticism of the oppositional subject/object, mind/body relations dominant in Western culture, spaces left unmapped or unthought are illuminated. Thus, by bringing the two philosophers’ works together, useful models of thinking difference emerge which will be discussed in the following section.

In his essay ‘On Truth and Lies in an Extra-moral Sense’ Nietzsche is critical of human Reason and its centrality in Western culture. He suggests that the claims made for human intellect are exaggerated, suggesting that we know little, if anything at all, about two realms: nature and the body. Man’s claims to self-knowledge are flawed, he argues, as his knowledge of himself is limited. ‘Does not nature keep much from him’, he writes, ‘even about his body, to spellbind and confine him in a proud, deceptive consciousness, far from the coils of the
intestines, the quick current of the blood stream, and the involved tremors of the fibres?" The
‘body’, then, not as concept but as flesh, the turns of the intestines and movement of fluids is
something which slips through the net of consciousness; indeed, consciousness is based in the
forgetting of the body and nature which, Nietzsche suggests, would overwhelm the subject with
the chaos of multiple ungraspable movements if he does not forget them.

Forgetting is a crucial constituent in the production of concepts too. When Nietzsche
turns to language he states:

Every word immediately becomes a concept, inasmuch as it is not intended to serve as
a reminder of the unique and wholly individualized original experience to which it owes
its birth, but must at the same time fit innumerable, more or less similar cases—which
means, strictly speaking, never equal—in other words, a lot of unequal cases. Every
concept originates through our equating what is unequal. […] We obtain the concept, as
we do the form, by overlooking what is individual and actual; whereas nature is
acquainted with no forms and no concepts, and likewise with no species, but only with
an X which remains inaccessible and undefinable for us.¹⁵

The definitions of difference which emerge here in Nietzsche’s thought are important and it is
these definitions I will work with in my interpretations of Duden’s texts. So ‘Differences’ are
what are forgotten when the concept or word is used to describe unequal cases. Difference is
that which is excluded when abstract concepts are produced, the completely unique
experiences, qualities and characteristics, individual specificities which are overlooked by the concept which replaces them. There is also what Nietzsche calls the ‘indefinable X’ as a radical difference which remains outside the concepts humans use to categorise reality. Thinking with concepts or categories thus threatens to turn the natural world into something it is not - into man, and this leads to the human subject subsuming the natural or objective world. Nietzsche’s problem with Reason is that it is anthropomorphic (‘man treats himself as the measure of all things’); it continually translates the world into its own categories, reducing everything to the same ‘analogous to man’. Words and concepts, then, are generally used to translate the objective world into human categories with the human acting as the centre and yard stick. If man is the measure of all things, ‘difference’ would primarily be defined as that which is different ‘from’ man which would set up a hierarchy with man as the defining standard. For Nietzsche, however, a more honest mode of relating to the world would be to recognise that concepts and words are not universally valid labels but ‘metaphors’ and approximate translations of the chaos of specificities. Man generally must forget that the concepts he uses are metaphors in order to live in ‘repose, security and consistency’. Remembering that concepts might not be universally valid, then, would open up areas which man cannot categorise and ‘differences’ which may not be different ‘from’ a human reasonable standard but different in their own right.

Nietzsche’s thought is also useful when considering ‘difference’ because he suggests that when the mind ‘forgets’ individual particularities in the formation of the concept of the leaf, those other individual differences are not simply negated. There is an active forgetting at work; difference has to be forgotten so that we are not overwhelmed by the chaos of individual
specificities which we have to forget in order to be able to label the world effectively. But there cannot be sameness, there would be no concept, without the differences that are obscured.

In her early work Luce Irigaray, like Nietzsche, is critical of abstract universals, especially the notion of the universal subject and how this subject has been represented in the Western philosophical tradition. She is interested in what has been excluded in the theories of the subject and culture generally. In trying to sum up her book *Speculum* in a phrase it could be said that for Irigaray the whole of our culture is based upon the exclusion of women. This is not just a privileging of the male or masculine position - it is also necessary to the whole functioning and maintenance of the system. In the final note of the book she expresses it thus: ‘In relation to the working of theory, the /a woman fulfils a twofold function - as the mute outside that sustains all systematicity; as maternal and still silent ground that nourishes all foundations’. As well as critiquing theoretical constructs and erections on this ‘silent ground’ that are made possible by excluding some voices, Irigaray questions the type of subject dominant in our culture. Her analysis of the universal subject suggests that it is gendered and it is only able to set itself up as a standard if it has an appropriate and compliant object to reflect its self-image. In a way which is useful for our discussion of difference, she suggests that this abstract standard can only exist because the compliant object acts as a ‘benchmark’ so that ‘the subject [...] can sustain himself [...] by bouncing back off some objectiveness, some objective’. i.e. the subject needs to posit objects in order to establish a self and yet a deliberate misconception of the ‘objective’ goes on; man measures himself against his own conception of the object and he presumes the natural world and matter to be passive or even dead so that they can only be shaped through the
activity of the subject and Reason. The standard and norm thus only comes about as a result of
the suppression of different voices, of not hearing differences or acknowledging that the
objective world may have meanings of its own.

Irigaray also expresses concerns about the formation of the transcendental subject
through these structures. The problem with the subject, for Irigaray, is that it is an abstraction as
it denies and transcends its connections with the material world: ‘Rising to a perspective that
would dominate the totality, to the vantage point of the greatest power, he thus cuts himself off
from the bedrock, from his empirical relationship with the matrix that he claims to survey’. 9
Irigaray is playing with the multiple meanings of matrix which encompasses mater matter,
(m)other and earth and bodily tissue. For her, the constitutive split between subject and object
is created by the subject’s distancing himself from body/earth/mother/woman/object which he
‘masters’ and supposes to be inert, flat, static. Irigaray’s thought is useful because she again
opens up a space for thinking difference as she constantly suggests that the silenced ‘object’ of
culture - woman, the earth, matter - is not fixed by the subject’s view of it and retains an
element of ‘excess’ as it is not subsumed or adequately expressed in the subject’s thought.
Indeed, Irigaray also argues that the space of the object or matter is a gap in the thinking of the
West and therefore a radical space of difference. This opens the way for the realisation that
there could be (or already are) different realities with different relations to, and conceptions of,
matter and nature but which are generally overlooked. Furthermore Irigaray does not want a
notion of difference that is allied to the sense that it is still just one term or pole of a binary
opposition. The oppositional structure works by positing an antithetical term in order to
safeguard one term’s propriety and integrity to differentiate it from that which is not. She does not want ‘difference from the universal subject’ but subjects and cultures which are not compared to a norm. She thus raises the point that to talk of being ‘different’ suggests that you are different from something and thus still operating within a comparative structure. Difference understood as opposition for Irigaray can never speak truly differently because if one term is opposite to and different from an other it is still determined by a logic of the same. Her thought therefore proposes a breakdown of the oppositional dualities mind/body, culture/nature (or a recognition of now marginal areas where dualisms already do not function) in order to usher in a new culture.

**Different bodies and relations in Anne Duden’s Übergang**

I will now turn to two of Duden’s short stories from her first book *Übergang* (1982) and the question of how bodies are written. Part of the difficulty and fascination of Duden’s work is the complex articulation and treatment of the body as a site of extreme sensitivity and locus for difference. The images which occur in her prose and poetry place the body in a realm of radical fragmentation, dissolution, memory and opacity of meaning which has difficult access to representation. The texts thus articulate notions of difference similar to the theories examined above while being literary rather than theoretical. I will argue that the selves depicted in these texts with their fluid relations with the environment cannot be understood according to the model of the transcendental subject or categorising Reason which Irigaray and Nietzsche critique. The way the narrator relates to the surrounding world is very different from the transcendental subject Irigaray described which abstracted and separated himself from the material and natural
world. Nor do the narrators conform to Nietzsche’s human subject which forgets the bodily and imposes concepts on the world by exercising a categorising Reason. The recurring descriptions in the texts of disintegrations of bodies and selves as the boundary between self and other breaks down is what the author means in the opening quotation by writing ‘madness’ and ‘chaos’. In Duden’s texts the writing comes from inside these states so that we encounter selves and bodies in flux, not translated into categories from a position outside.

Duden’s first book Übergang (1982) comprising eight different texts means ‘crossing over’ and alludes to the multiple crossing of boundaries in the different texts. For instance, the writing frequently dwells on the borders between states such as waking and sleeping, day and night, inside and outside or focuses on experiences when borders (for instance a room or a house in which the narrator is located) are crossed by sounds or sights of nature or of the city. In the first text (‘The Country House’) the narrator’s breakdown comes from an excessive attention to sounds and colours, the movements immanent to the countryside outside her house until the division between house and nature collapses. The eight texts which make up the book ‘Übergang’ are arranged in two sections around a central text also called ‘Übergang’ (so the central story ‘Übergang’ is literally the cross-over point of the book.) I will firstly comment on aspects of this text before going on to look at a second text which comes towards the end of the collection (‘The Mission and the Love’).

‘Übergang’
In the central text, ‘Übergang’, the narration begins with a brief account of an attack on a group of friends in a Berlin nightclub told in the third person. During an attempt to flee, a woman in the group is injured by a brick thrown through the car windscreen. The vast part of the story takes place in the hospital where the woman undergoes plastic surgery to re-build her smashed face and where the narration switches from third to first person and thus into the disintegrated head of the victim - an uncomfortable move as the detail of suffering and bodily processes is almost unbearable. The overwhelming image of this text is the narrator’s destroyed face which is smashed by the brick but which cannot be completely visualised despite the precise descriptions of the mucus and pain. The image of the shattered mouth immediately evokes notions of a body, state and subjectivity which has difficult and obstructed access to language. The narration, however, originates from the space of the smashed mouth, therefore the narration comes from a narrator who literally cannot speak. Thus a ‘silent different speech’ of the body is evoked which is nevertheless conveyed by the writing but not in a way which translates the body into the categories of human reason.

In the hospital scenes descriptions of mutating flesh and uncontrollable bodily movements are conveyed by the text without the narrator being able to make sense of them. The reader too, denied a ‘gaze from outside’, a stable place from which to view this body, is located in a bewildering ‘in-between’ space following the movements of the writing which trace the processes of the changing, mutating body. For example internal, fluid bodily processes sound undefinable as they burst into the narrative, apparently beyond the control of the narrating consciousness: ‘It pressed itself, squishily stretching, up my throat, tore open the bandaged
jaws of hell … with savage strength and violence so that a stabbing, pulling, jerking and cutting
dashed through the furthermost corners of the brain, and then rolled, as a slimy black-red
substance like red wine with egg beaten in it, into a bath’. Such sentences intrude into the
internal monologue and in their vagueness initially sound suspended from concrete points of
reference. It is only in the following paragraphs when her visitor, Till, enters her intermittent
consciousness, holds the kidney dish and explains the occurrence, that the events start to fall
into a shape and become recognisable to her and to the reader. He grants a partial perspective
from outside: ‘Then someone held me tightly and held the kidney dish so that the whole
occurrence was recognisable as something final and closed and said clearly and distinctly: It’s
OK, it’s nearly over, it’s the blood in your stomach that needs to get out’. We then realise that
what we have just read is the experience of being sick from inside the body. Although the
internal movements are described in detail, the body as a whole is sensed and not directly
represented by the sight of another. We do not see a clear picture of ‘it’ but sense what it must
be like to inhabit this body. Although there are partial descriptions by the ‘I’ from different
perspectives, we never clearly ‘see’ the narrator’s body from outside. We do not get a
description of the broken face from the doctor’s point of view, for example. At one point the
narrator looks at herself in a mirror (and thus sees herself as an objectified image) but the reader
is not given a clear idea of what she sees. We read only that ‘I have never met anyone who
looked like that or looked similar in any way’ , as if she cannot make sense of what she sees.
Thus this type of writing suggests a different mode of signification and a refusal to equate naming
and writing the body with fixing it within a static mode of representation.
Given the precise descriptions of pain, it is perhaps surprising that the narrator has a fleeting feeling of freedom when she first arrives in hospital before the face is patched up. The sense of freedom comes from the opening up of the face to its environment with which it now shares fluid boundaries. The images constantly suggest an explosion of the fixity of static form revealing instead movements and differences, interchanges between inside and outside. The connections between face and environment are graphically captured in sentences such as ‘thick unending strings of mucus combined face and kidney dish into a loose entity’ where the unending bands of mucus continually connect with the environment and re-configure the boundaries of the body. The ‘face’, she thinks, now becomes a powerful image of a radical breakdown of boundaries and of the ‘limitless chaos of the world’. The narrator states that this is a relief because the apparent wholeness of the body has now been replaced with an image of flux which more accurately reflects the sense of living in a body which has moving relations with its environment. The smashed face is suddenly an image of ‘chaos’ suggesting fluid boundaries between self and other.

The sense of freedom also comes from a loosening of the bonds between words and reality as the face, it is suggested, cannot be subsumed by words or categories. The narrator thinks that the doctor’s diagnostic statement, ‘ah, you’ve been attacked’, does not convey the full horror of the bodily experience - it leaves too much unsaid. With the explosion of fixed boundaries comes the rupture of the seemingly immutable bond between word and thing as the narrative stresses in places that the face is beyond form. The narrator suggests she is a state beyond fixed concepts and identity as her body and subjectivity literally do not fit prescribed
patterns. She feels freed from a gaze which turns her into an objectified image, so when her visitors try to locate the ‘old self’ in the messy chaos of the face she perceives this as a threat: ‘They wanted something from me, to know me or to recognise me, and wanted to prove it to me too. But I wasn’t something knowable or identifiable, [I was] this foggy capsule, suspended, dim existence, a condition which did not coincide with their picture of me’.16

The threat comes from the friends’ attempts to recognise, with recognition implying a return and repetition of the same (‘wiedererkennen’) rather than the radical rupture and suspension of ‘normal’ relations which the explosion of form implies. The fact that this face is not legible is experienced as a relief by the narrator. She does not want to emerge into a whole, recognisable identity. The friends, on the other hand, want to ‘know’ her which appears synonymous with fitting what they see into a fixed concept. The narrator cannot, and does not want to be, conceived as a fixed image; rather, she wants the freedom of non-identity. Thus we can see how Nietzsche’s thinking of concepts would illuminate the text as the narrator does not want to be an abstract generalisation.

The text thus presents us with a paradox: it both suggests that the body and subjectivity of the narrator is beyond form, yet the intensity of the descriptions seemingly contradict the impression that the body is beyond form and therefore language. The paradox surrounding this writing is that it appears to narrate experiences, such as vomiting, which are non-verbal, without transposing them into a rational framework. The effect of such passages is not that language is imposed on the movements of the body but that language and the uncontrollable movements of
the body become simultaneous. Normally when we vomit the body takes over and we do not
verbalise the processes to ourselves while they are occurring. But the descriptions in the text
have precisely this effect. Language continues at times we would normally expect it to cease and
‘writes’ pain and the body. In places the narrative suggests that conceptual thought and images
cannot be employed to describe the pain. At other times, however, language inappropriately
continues as the fractured consciousness splinters to ‘think’ pain and the rioting of the intestines.
For instance, when the doctor inserts a pole into her face:

I have never experienced something so terrible, a satellite-thought repeated […] I
watched from another point, once from below, as though I were hung up by my legs,
upwards over my body, once as though from above. The pole towered through me like
a stake, increasing in volume […] pushing lumps away […] thrust into something hard.
From there it made its way via my throat into my intestines. The soft tissue began to
revolt.

The way the text is narrated suggests that this is not so much a writing of the body (with the
body as object) but the body itself ‘speaking’ in all its specificities, including movements of
entrails, which Nietzsche states we must forget to achieve consciousness.

‘Der Auftrag die Liebe’

This final section focuses on a shorter text which comes towards the end of the
Übergang collection - ‘Der Auftrag die Liebe’ (The Mission the Love), and will tie the
discussion back to the philosophical models of difference. This story engages with a critique of culture based on the exclusion or forgetting of the body or matter which came out of the discussion of the theoretical models. On a simple surface level the text is about being in love. It is narrated by someone madly in love with a nameless man who does not seem to notice her at all in public and is fairly nonchalant about the relationship in private. The dynamic of her passionate thoughts and his lack of attention towards her is especially clear in a scene when the man, the narrator and a group of people are eating in a restaurant. The others at the table laugh at his stories, while the narrator cannot even swallow, let alone talk, as she is constantly trying to fight off attacks of passion or ‘love’. Again the physical is central, as the narrator’s state of infatuation is described through bodily images of sweating, the pounding of blood, the drying up of the mouth. ‘Love’ (‘die Liebe’ of the title) appears in the images as an invisible, parasitic body which threatens to overwhelm the narrator by invading every cell of her body. In striking and humorous (at times self-parodying) images the narrator address ‘love’ in the third person, which she tries to control in an attempt to maintain dignity. In the midst of the turmoil the narrator experiences she goes to a gallery and looks at a painting which is reproduced in the text - Piero della Francesca’s St Michael²⁰, which introduces a set of theoretical allusions.

It is formally unusual for a literary text to include within its boundaries a visible image of what the narrator sees. The ‘object’ of the narrator’s gaze is brought inside the text and confronts the reader. The image is also startling because for the first time in the book on p.112 (about 15 pages from the end of the text), we suddenly come face to face with a visible representation of a type of body which is very different to those we have encountered in the
other texts. A common experience in all the texts has been a breakdown of the narrator’s body, and the writing conveyed precise sensations, movements and illnesses of the lived-in, fluid body. It is odd therefore to see the apparent unity of the saint’s body. It is through this sense of strangeness that the norms governing the understanding and representation of bodies in Western culture are questioned. Through the quotation of the painting the text places the experiences of obsession or love within a cultural and philosophical framework which raises awareness of the cultural significance of passion or ‘losing one’s head’. The serpent has literally lost its head and lost the battle with the saint who looks supremely in control. The painting could tell, then, a cautionary tale about the dangers of losing control while privileging the figure who has kept his head.

The text does not explicitly engage in theoretical arguments, nor does it directly state that the serpent in the painting stands for passion or madness and Michael for Reason. Instead there is a complex web of allusions between the painting and the narrator’s experience through repetitions of phrases such as ‘stamp out the worm’. These silent thoughts may be attributed both to Michael and the narrator at different parts of the text. He has literally stamped out the worm (the serpent) while the narrator has been seen to struggle to eradicate her ‘worm’ - passion or love which has to be brought under control. At first it appears, then, that the narrator is aligned with Michael - just as we saw the narrator struggling to suppress ‘love’ earlier in the text, Michael has fought and overcome the serpent. However, here the similarities between Michael and the narrator end, as the narrator’s attempts to control ‘love’ are ultimately unsuccessful. Increasingly we become aware through the fragmented interior monologue that the
narrator questions why her experiences with ‘the worm of passion or madness’ are different. Part of this questioning involves the implicit realisation that she is not the sort of self Michael appears to be and so cannot simply be aligned with him, despite her efforts to be like him in order to maintain dignity. At the same time a complex web of imagery which links this text with the other short texts in the book aligns the narrator’s body and experiences with the serpent’s.

The criticisms of Michael and his ‘Mission’ (of the title) which emerge through a series of narratorial reflections can be related to the theoretical models of difference outlined above. These criticisms and comments can be divided into three major areas: 1) Michael as a dominant sort of self and body in our culture to which the narrator does not have access; 2) the role of representation in privileging this dominant self and body; 3) what emerges as the violent domination of nature and the body and the eradication of different bodies, qualities and states in this culture.

1) Michael’s self is based on certainties which elude the narrator. Self assured, young and proud, she reflects, he is certain he has done the right thing by beheading the serpent; in carrying out the ‘Mission’ (following instructions without question), he has acted on divine orders which establish a frame of meaning for his actions. His certainty is conveyed through his sturdy body and the type of body the painter gives him is also questioned by the narrator. It is not a fleshy but a hard body whose sturdiness is emphasised through the comparison with the serpent’s: ‘Two bodies. One is living, the other dead. The living one is standing on the dead one which he has just killed. The dead body, soft, yielding, contorted and arched. Its end rises up
 thinly in the air, a uselessly bristling end. Beside the sturdy legs of the living one’. Indeed, it is indirectly implied that the victor needs the dead body of the victim in order to highlight his mastery and power. This can be seen as an illustration of Irigaray’s point that the subject needs to stand on solid ground provided by an object conceived as passive or dead matter. The qualities of decisive action come to be associated with Michael through a comparison with inaction and death. The narrator also believes Michael’s body to be linked to machine-like qualities - an idea she thinks the painting promotes through his armour and weapon which has obeyed his command, translated his will into action. There is a spatial comparison between the saint’s sword and the serpent’s mouth with which it attempted to defend itself. Thus the painting suggests that the saint’s body like his sword can be used as an instrument and can be controlled by the mind. It is implied by the painting that the serpent’s mouth was not effective as a weapon as it lost the battle, so did not control its body effectively. Its body stands for a lack of control or reason.

In the ‘models of difference’ section I set up Nietzsche and Irigaray as philosophers who productively think culture as based on forgetting, or abstraction from, the body and nature. But in this painting we are presented with a body which parades itself in front of our gaze, therefore how can these theorists claim this area is overlooked in culture? The narrator’s thoughts suggest that the painting reveals a very odd type of body, for it privileges a body which is actually a body-less body. This is linked in her thoughts about the role of the aesthetic in constructing and defining bodies.
2) The narrator’s observations on the painting’s frames draws attention to the painting’s own status as representation. Three frames are noted in the course of the interior monologue: the frame of the picture; the blue transparent material which clings like a second skin to the saint’s chest. This is described by the narrator as a display window. Another frame is formed by the marble balustrades and Michael’s horizontally held sword which showcases his body, this time the lower parts. Thus, the narrator remarks, ‘the murderer stands - well displayed - in a spotless white frame’. The effect of the frames is to direct our eyes towards the saint’s body and the qualities it promotes - strength, certainty and power, while reiterating borders and division which place the dead body of the serpent outside the frame. The narrator highlights the striking separation between Michael’s body and its environment (the clear dividing line between Michael and the sky) which underscores Michael’s separation from the material and natural world. The narrator believes that another effect of the framing is to turn the body into an abstract idea: ‘Buckled on, closely fitting refinement which sets the trunk in the right light, presents it as a display window for firm flesh and muscular strength: making the graspable, ungraspable’. The fleshy reality of the body with all its specificities is forgotten, as a general concept is formed. The narrator’s thoughts reveal that this mode of representation ultimately promotes the idea of the body as ethereal and distinct from matter/nature/earth (the serpent), not a ‘real’ body but an ‘idea’ and ‘ideal’ of a body or even the body as mind. This abstraction of the body from the tangible appears to be held responsible in the narrator’s mind for the violent scenario depicted in the painting, because making the tangible body into a replaceable concept means that the pain felt by the victim’s body does not have to be thought as the reality of flesh is blocked out. The narrator thinks that killing will be repeated again and again because
the victim’s pain is not dwelt on: ‘He [Michael] will do it again. The divided body from which blood is flowing is a finished unit. […] He will just always win. For that he needs the living body. Again and again he will prove with a swift cut that every body is replaceable’.  

3) The serpent’s broken body becomes a space where the suppressed knowledge of a fleshy body that is matter and nature is located. In Nietzsche’s terms, then, the serpent embodies the differences which are forgotten in the formation of consciousness and concepts. In Irigaray’s terms the violent scenario highlights the domination of nature and different bodies in Western culture which have to be eradicated to provide subjecthood for a few. The narrator draws our attention to Michael’s standing place on the dead and marginal body - his sturdy certainty is based on the violent domination of the body of the other. The serpent, is also Michael’s blindspot. However, even though he does not see the dead body of his victim, nor hear its truncated scream (the narrator points out that his ear is missing on the side of serpent’s head) his very existence is based on it. Indeed, it seems that it is impossible for Michael to see the serpent - if he looked down and saw what he was standing on he would lose his balance and would cease to exist. The narrator’s reading of the painting, on the other hand, allows for a different sight. Piero, through the frames and the dazzling presence of the saint, deliberately excludes the serpent which we are supposed to forget. The narrator, however, cannot forget and looks at cultural blindspots. We can see Nietzsche’s active forgetting at work in the figure of Michael, but while repeating the story of culture’s victory over chaotic forces, the painting reveals spaces of ‘difference’ which get left out of the main frame, but which are nevertheless present when concepts and norms are formed. Although Michael and his culture would like to
forget the violent suppression of difference, these spaces are retained and remembered in the work of art. Thus the narrator’s reading of the painting suggests that there are spaces of difference within culture which have oblique perspectives on dominant cultural narratives.

Conclusion

Duden’s texts do not just question the dominant ideas of selves and bodies in Western culture, but also explore different re-configurations of selves and bodies with fluid boundaries with their environment, and she writes from this space of cultural difference. The narrator’s experience of her body and boundaries would seem to align her with the serpent rather than with Michael for, as we have seen in the story ‘Übergang’, the narrator is associated with a material, fleshy, fluid bleeding body which cannot be controlled. In the final section of the story ‘Der Auftrag die Liebe’, the link between the serpent and the narrator is more direct. The story ends with an erotic encounter between the nameless man and the narrator as she gives in to passion. Here we read ‘the victor seals his battlefield’26, where the man’s kiss is aligned with Michael’s gesture of mastery and the narrator the battlefield over which he holds sway. This creates a striking paradox as the texts are narrated from an impossible position - from the space of the severed head or truncated body of the serpent which also recalls the image of the narrator’s smashed head and mouth in ‘Übergang’. The alignment with the serpent suggests that the texts are writing with a different language from the gaps of culture, from excluded realms which are eradicated or forgotten in order for there to be rational thought and speech. This different writing articulates the intensities, senses and movements immanent to her particular body and thus explores the realm Michael cannot see. The texts thus intimate that the usual
dualisms, here symbolised by the ‘Michael v serpent, reason v passion’ dichotomies, do not operate. The narrator does not seem to fit into either category in the oppositional structure as she does not control her feelings and behead her passion, but is also not killed like the serpent. It is the revelation of the non-functioning of dualisms that makes Duden’s writing important in a discussion of ‘writing and difference’. It represents a radical way of thinking difference as the writing emerges from the gaps, from supposedly impossible spaces and blindspots, in a way which does not entail their becoming unintelligible. In the texts discussed above ‘speaking passion/madness’ or ‘speaking the fragmenting body’ does not descend into nonsense (the opposite of reason), but extends and changes writing itself. Rather than situate difference as absent or outside language, rather than locate difference beyond words, there is a using of language beyond itself.


2 For further biographical information see the author’s lectures in Anne Duden, Zungengewahrsam (Köln, Kiepenheuer und Witsch, 1999), especially pp.11-32. For general
background information on the author see Anne-Katrin Reulecke’s entry in *Kritisches Lexikon zur deutschsprachigen Gegenwartsliteratur*, 10/1.
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